Adsorption properties and mechanisms of novel biomaterials from banyan aerial roots via simple modification for ciprofloxacin removal.
The study investigated ciprofloxacin (CIP) adsorption capacity of the novel biomaterials prepared from banyan aerial roots by simple thermochemical modification. Pretreated banyan aerial root fibers were modified with a green reagent citric acid (1 M) at 90, 120 and 150 °C, which enhanced the fiber adsorption capacity revealed by characterization and adsorption tests. Several characterization methods were applied to exploring the surface morphologies and physicochemical properties of unmodified banyan aerial roots (UBARs) and modified banyan aerial roots (T-MBARs, T stands for the modification temperature). Based on SEM images and N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms, the modification resulted in decrease of the specific surface area owing to cellulose molecular linking. In that case, the improved CIP adsorption of MBARs might be attributed to the larger carboxyl quantity and stronger electronegativity manifested via FTIR spectra and zeta potential analysis. Through the adsorption experiments, the optimal pH value of 8 and the suitable absorbent dosage of 0.03 g were obtained. The simulation results showed that the Freundlich model can fit the adsorption thermodynamic data quite well, while the kinetic data was simulated preferably by the pseudo-second-order kinetic equation signifying the chemical adsorption process, and the intra-particle diffusion was involved in the adsorption consisted of three stages. The findings of batch experiments under diverse operations represented that MBARs purified aqueous CIP better than UBARs, closely related to the superior electronegativity. Both characterization and adsorption studies illustrated the dominant role of electrostatic interaction during CIP removal, accompanied by hydrogen bonding and diffusion interaction besides. The present work suggested that MBAR fibers could possess a promising application to ciprofloxacin potent removal from aqueous solutions.